Students will compete for the $500 by naming our mascot! Our Alumni Awards and Reconnection dinner, the event committee has decided to use those dollars toward this promotion as well.

How does a student win? Just by using his or her creativity!

The prize will be donated to the Student Book Fund. If you would also like to donate to the “Hawk it Up” campaign, creative student can help. The winner will be determined by a jury that is being recruited, with and without the help of student. The winner will be announced after the event. The event will also include a 50/50 raffle. Tickets are just $20 (presale only).

The Hilbert Staff Senate is pleased to be supporting Hilbert students as they gather more than 100 gift baskets and items to raffle at the event, which is expected to be held annually. Aside from the baskets, the event will also include a 50/50 raffle. Tickets are just $20 (presale only). For more information or to purchase tickets, contact Barb DeLarosa at 716 797-8783 or barb.delarosa@hilbert.edu.

We want to hear from you!
Have you recently changed jobs, gotten married, added a new summer home or been to an interesting place? We would LOVE to hear about it. Whether it's a fun family adventure, a big career change, or an inspiring travel story, please share your story in your next Hilbert Connections magazine. Send pictures and your next information to: Alumni Relations, Hilbert College, One Alumni Lane, Hamburg, NY 14075.